
Theory of Operation
When keypad up/down button is pushed, contacts on the main PCB close between #12
and #13. Closing these contacts activates the triac for the sleeve motor which is
connected to terminals L3 and N3 on the main PCB. The motor then raises the intake
assembly until contact is made with the up stroke limit switch opening the circuit and
reversing the electronic switch on the main PCB. When pressed again, the cycle reverses
itself and stops in the retracted position.

VENT PCB DIAGNOSIS (ALL MODELS)
Warning – With the motor disconnected, and the vent in the down position, 120VAC will
be present between terminals L2 and N2 on the main PCB. When testing for a load, the
motor must be connected to these terminals.

Vent in Down position Expected Voltage Reading:
120 Volts AC across L2 and N2 with no load  (wires

disconnected from motor)
Zero Volts AC Voltage reading across L2 and N2 with

motor connected (under load)
120 Volts AC Reading from L2 to Ground with motor

connected
120 Volts AC Reading from N2 to Ground with Motor

connected
120 Volts AC Reading from L2 to Ground with Motor

disconnected
Vent in  up position and under
load with motor connected:
120 Volts AC From L2 to Ground
Zero From N2 to Ground
120 Reading across L2 and N2

Keypad Diagnosis
(All Models)
Of all the returned keypads the most common problem is poor electrical contact between
the Touch Pad and the Contact Board. In the majority of these cases the Keypad
Assembly is replaced unnecessarily. Before replacing the Keypad Assembly check for a
foreign material between the Touch Pad and the Contact Board. Examples of foreign
material include grease, cooking residue, moisture, or residue from cleaning agents.
Circuit board cleaner or equivalent (available from electronic supply stores) should be
used to clean the keypad assembly.

To diagnose the keypad:
1. Disconnect the Keypad Molex plug at the Main PCB and attach leads of an ohmmeter

to pins #12 and #13.
2. Push the UP/DOWN button. This must show a closed circuit.



If the above test does not show a closed circuit, perform the following.
♦ Check for grease or any foreign material between the Touch Buttons and the contact

board. Clean with an electronic contact cleaner as described above.
♦ Repeat test above.
♦ If the contacts are clear, replace the keypad assembly.
♦ If the circuit is closed, check for 120VAC between contacts N3 and L3 on the main

PCB. If voltage is not present, replace the main PCB.

Button Contacts
UP/DOWN 12 13
HIGH SPEED 11 10
MEDIUM SPEED 5 10
LOW SPEED 12 10
DELAY 14 5
STOP 12 14
CLEAN 11 14

KEYPAD – CIRCUIT BOARD MOLEX PLUG WIRING ORDER
TERMINAL # OLD STYLE NEW  STYLE

#1 BROWN DARK GREEN
#2 RED BRN W/WHITE
#3 ORANGE BLUE
#4 YELLOW BROWN
#5 GREEN GRAY
#6 BLUE RED
#7 PURPLE PURPLE
#8 BRN W/WHITE PINK
#9 RED W/WHT WHITE

#10 ORANGE W/BLACK ORANGE
#11 YELLOW W/BLACK BLACK W/WHITE
#12 GREEN W/BLACK BLACK
#13 BLUE W/BLK BLACK
#14 PURPLE W/WHITE LT GREEN

Wires Are Numbered 1 Through 14 And The Molex Plug Is Physically Numbered.

Voltage output for fan speed
Voltage output from the main PCB to the exhaust fan motor:

Low 77VAC 87VAC
Medium 94VAC 101VAC

High 115VAC 115VAC
Measurements of voltage are average readings, as actual measurements will vary with
incoming voltage into the home.



Possible Failures
A. Unit dead on arrival

1. Check the keypad to be sure that the Lockout Mode has not been activated (look
for the two LED’s) To disable press and hold the HIGH and LOW button for a
minimum of 1.0 second.

2. Check voltage between N1 and L1 on the main PCB. The voltage should be
120VAC. If voltage is not present check the incoming power supply and all
wiring connections. A miswired unit may cause the PCB to fail.

3. Check the Keyboard wiring harness and Molex receptacle for open or loose wires.
Make sure that the Molex plug is securely attached to the main PCB.

B. Unit will not raise or Lower:
1. Check limit switches and the connecting wiring.
2. Check main PCB between L3 and N3 for 120 VAC when the UP/DOWN key is

pressed. If voltage is not present check between terminals #12 and #13 on the
PCB for continuity when the up/down key is depressed. If there is no voltage or
continuity the PCB is defective and must be replaced.

C. Vent will go up but motor will not run:
1. Check for proper wiring to the exhaust motor. The majority of motors failing to

operate on new units are the result of incorrect installation wiring.
2. Look for miswired or defective limit switches. Review the functional and

operational descriptions of the limit switches.
3. Check voltage output to exhaust motor. This should be 120VAC on the high-

speed setting.
4. Raise the vent or press the high-speed button. Spin the exhaust motor, if motor

runs check capacitor.
5. Check for defective PCB. See section on PCB Diagnosis.

D. Vent will not stop, goes up and down continuously:
1. Check for misaligned or defective limit switches.
2. Check wiring between the limit switches and main PCB.

E. Blower runs only when the vent is down.
1. Check for proper wiring at the PCB
2. Check for defective limit switches
3. Check for defective PCB. See section on PCB Diagnosis.

F. Vent only goes part way up; user must push keypad repeatedly.
1. Check for a loose wiring harness or loose wire connections.
2. Check for dirt or grease on the Touchpad and Contact board. See section on

KeyPad diagnosis.
3. Check for defective PCB. See section on PCB diagnosis.

G. Vent operates by itself:
For this to occur the main PCB is detecting some type of electrical interference. Check
for the following:

1. The installation instructions require a correctly grounded and dedicated
circuit. If the unit is connected to a non-dedicated circuit refer the customer
back to the installer and inform them that they will be responsible for future
repairs until the wiring is corrected.



2. If the problem can be traced or associated with the use of an electronic gas
cooktop (of any design) then a filter assembly (part number 86325) should be
installed.

H. Filter light stays on:
1. If the filter light remains on after the filter button is depressed remove power

to the unit to deposit to replace the P.C.B
2. If the light remains on after resetting the microprocessor, replace the main

PCB
I. Main PCB keeps shorting out:

1. Check for reversed polarity on the incoming power supply.
2. Check for possible miswire of the exhaust motor.

Quick Check – Main PCB:
If the vent is not working at all
♦ Check the fuse on the main PCB
♦ If the fuse is good check for continuity between the fuse and L3 (drive motor

terminal)
♦ If this circuit is open the PCB is bad and must be replaced.
When reassembling please be sure all the wiring is correct.

KEYPAD, KEYBOARD REPLACEMENT
RV SERIES RAISED VENT

Removal of the cooktop is not required.
♦ Raise the vent sleeve by pressing the UP/DOWN button. If the unit is dead, raise the

vent by removing the black motor sleeve wires L3 and N3 from the main PCB and
hook direct to a power source (Auxiliary power cord, pigtail etc)

♦ With the vent in up position turn off the electrical power to the vent and remove the
vent electric cover plate.

♦ If a cabinet blower is used, disconnect the blower from the vent by loosening the
three wing nuts located above the blower and lifting up on the blower retaining
bracket.

♦ If a remote blower is used remove the cover plate.
♦ Disconnect the 14 wire Molex plug from the main PCB.
♦ Remove the screws, 1 on each side of the sleeve. Lift topcap assembly from the

sleeve assembly. Guide the Molex plug through the electric box and through the
channel in the sleeve assembly.

♦ Remove the right end cap (pressed in). Slide out the bezel, keypad and keyboard as
one unit. Replace desired part and reinstall in reverse order.

OFF BUTTON
Pressing and releasing this button will switch off the fan motor. The fan speed indicators
will be switched off and the OFF LED will be switched on. The OFF LED will only be
switched on to indicate the fan motor is switched of whenever the UPPER LIMIT switch
is closed.



If DELAY OFF function is on, this will also be cancelled by pressing the OFF button.
DELAY OFF BUTTON
This button has a toggle action. Pressing and releasing this button will enable the five-
minute DELAY OFF function. Pressing and releasing this button again will cancel the
selected DELAY OFF function.
When the DELAY OFF function is selected, the fan will continue to operate at the
selected speed for five minutes and then turn off automatically.
During this five-minute interval the fan speed can be changed by pressing and releasing
the HIGH, MEDIUM, or the LOW button.
FAN SPEED – LOW BUTTON
Pressing and releasing this button will select the low speed for the fan. The LOW speed
LED indicator will be on indicating the selected fan speed. Both the MEDIUM and
HIGH LED will be off.
FAN SPEED – MEDIUM BUTTON
Pressing and releasing this button will select the medium speed for the fan. The
MEDIUM speed LED indicator will be on and both the LOW and HIGH LED will be off.
FAN SPEED -HIGH BUTTON
Pressing and releasing this button will select the HIGH speed for the fan. The HIGH
speed LED indicator will be on and the LOW and MEDIUM LED will be off.
CLEAN FILTER BUTTON
When the total number of hours that the fan has operated exceeds 10 hours, the FILTER
CLEAN LED will be on indicating the fan has accumulated over 10 operating hours.
Pressing and releasing the FILTER button enables this 10-hour timer to reset, and turns
off the FILTER CLEAN LED. This button only becomes operational after the FILTER
CLEAN LED is on.
UP/DOWN BUTTON
This button is used to control the sleeve motor. Pressing and releasing this button will
stop the fan motor and cancel the DELAY OFF function (if selected). However, this
button can carry out three different operations to the sleeve motor.
If the sleeve motor is in its upright position, pressing and releasing this button will start
the sleeve motor and lower the vent.
Pressing and releasing this button again before the vent has lowered to its lowest position
will stop the sleeve motor. After the vent has stopped, pressing and releasing this button
again will start to lower the vent until the LOWER LIMIT switch is closed or the
UP/DOWN BUTTON is pressed again.
UPPER LIMIT SWITCH
When this limit switch is closed during the sleeve’s upward motion, the sleeve motor will
be switched off. This indicates the sleeve is in its full upright. At this instance the fan
motor will automatically select HIGH SPEED. Furthermore, the FAN SPEED buttons
and the delay off button will then become operational.
LOWER LIMIT SWITCH
When this limit switch is closed during the sleeve’s downward motion, the sleeve motor
will be switched off automatically. This indicates the sleeve is in its lowest position.
LOCKOUT FUNCTION
Pressing and holding the LOW button and the HIGH speed button for more than 0.5
seconds will select the clean function. ONCE THIS FUNCTION IS ACTIVATED, ALL



THE BUTTONS WILL BE DISABLED UNTIL THIS FUNCTION IS ENABLED BY
AGAIN PRESSING AND HOLDING THE TWO SPEED BUTTONS FOR 0.5
SECONDS. This function will permit the cleaning of the unit without accidentally
activating the unit.
INITIAL POWER UP
On power up, the controller will not assume any status of the two limit switches. It is
assumed that the sleeve motor will either be in its upright position or its lowest position.
If the UPPER LIMIT switch is closed, the controller will automatically select the high
fan speed and operate the fan at that speed.
On the other hand, if the lower limit switch is selected, the controller will switch off both
the fan motor and the sleeve motor. ALL LED indicators will be switched off indicating
the current status of the controller.
However, if both of the UPPER LIMIT and the LOWER LIMIT switches are off,
pressing and releasing the UP/DOWN button will either raise or lower the vent
depending on the mechanical set up of the vent, until either one of the limit switches are
closed. Depending on which limit switch is closed, the vent will respond to the
corresponding switch.
Furthermore, the controller will learn the current status of the limit switches and the
direction of the sleeve motor. However if both limit switches are closed during any stage
of operation, the controller will only be able to operate the sleeve motor.
FAILURE MODE, PCB PROGRAMMING
The software for the vent is designed so that when the sleeve motor is travelling upwards,
it will only look for the UPPER LIMIT switch. The software is designed this way so that
the mechanical arrangement of the limit switch will not be a determining factor of the
sleeve’s operation.
However in the situation when the UPPER LIMIT switch fails to close due to either
broken wire connection or malfunctioning of the limit switch, the sleeve motor will
continue to operate until either the UP/DOWN is pressed again or the power is switched
off.
To prevent the above situation from occurring, two timers are incorporated into the
software. The sleeve will take 8 seconds to travel from its lowest position to its fully
raised position; hence a 15 and a 30-second timer are used.

IF THE 15 SECOND TIMER TIMES OUT BEFORE THE CORRESPONDING LIMIT
SWITCH, THE MICROPROCESSOR WILL ASSUME THE LIMIT SWITCH FAILS
TO CLOSE. IT WILL ASSUME THE SLEEVE MOTOR IS NOW MOVING IN THE
OPPOSITE DIRECTION THAN IT WAS BEFORE, DUE TO THE MECHANICAL
SET UP OF THE SLEEVE, THEREFORE THE MICROPROCESSOR WILL TRY TO
DETECT THE OTHER LIMIT SWITCH. IF THE 30 SECOND TIMER HAS TIMED
OUT BEFORE THE LIMIT SWITCH COLOSES, THE MICROPROCESSOR WIL
STOP THE SLEEVE MOTOR AND ALL OPERATION WILL BE DISABLED UNTIL
A POWER RESET IS APPLIED.


